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AIRO TEXT LA BOLDE VITA 2 /65 ABOUT THE TYPEFACE

Display & Text
The Airo font family has a strong character of its own with 
expressive shapes and generous proportions, made for 
eye-catching titles and brandings. An addition in the form 
of a text typeface to make it more usable in various usages 
was obvious from an early stage.
The new text subfamily carries the spirit of the display 
styles — most noticeable the vigor in round shapes — but in 
many cases it is reduced in favor of legibility. Simplified and 
more organic shapes, narrower proportions, less contrast 
and ink traps are just some of the adjustments made. Airo 
Text retains the exact weights and vertical metrics in order 
to ensure an optimal combination of both subfamilies. 
But of course Airo Text can also stand alone: as a fresh text 
font for editorial design, for modern brandings with a con-
temporary touch — but also for striking purposes. Many key 
characters come with alternatives that reference the dis-
play styles and enable thrilling ligatures. 

TYPEFACE

Airo Text

WEIGHTS

Regular, Italic, Medium, Medium  Italic, Bold, Bold Italic, 
ExtraBold, ExtraBold Italic, Black, Black Italic

DESIGNED BY

Fabian Dornhecker

YEAR OF RELEASE

2021

AVAILABLE ON

La Bolde Vita
→ www.laboldevita.com



AIRO TEXT LA BOLDE VITA 3 /65 OPENTYPE-FEATURES

CASE-SENSITIVE PUNCTUATION ▶ CASE

¿Que-pasa?® → ¿QUE-PASA?® 
(hi@mail:sp) → (HI@MAIL:SP)

STANDARD LIGATURES ▶ LIGA

efficiency flow → efficiency flow
affected final → affected final 

DISCRETIONARY LIGATURES ▶ DLIG

FACTS MATTER → FACTS MATTER 
Aggregated Herz → Aggregated Herz 
Fact Cutter Sicario → Fact Cutter Sicario

STYLISTIC SET 01 (Horizontal Endings) ▶ SS01

Gucci tambiǽn → Gucci tambiǽn 
Sloppy 6,99 badges → Sloppy 6,99 badges

STYLISTIC SET 02 (Alternative Quotation Marks) ▶ SS02

‘grounded’ „Messung“ → ‘grounded’ „Messung“

STYLISTIC SET 03 (Circled Numbers) ▶ SS03

from (2)(0) to (2)(1) → from (2)(0) to (2)(1)

DYNAMIC FRACTIONS ▶ FRAC

41/23 = 1,782 → 41/23 = 1,782

SLASHED ZERO ▶ ZERO

€ 2,0510703 → € 2,0510703

OLDSTYLE FIGURES ▶ ONUM

(27 of Nov. 2016) → (27 of Nov. 2016)

TABULAR LINING FIGURES ▶ TNUM

25$+81¥≈37% → 25$+81¥≈37%

SUPERSCRIPT ▶ SUPS

64 m2 → 64 m2

SUBSCRIPT ▶ SUBS

H2O NO3 → H₂O NO₃

CONTEXTUAL ALTERNATES ▶ CALT

www.soma.xyz → www.soma.xyz 
WEIßRAUM OK!? → WEIßRAUM OK!?

LOCALIZED FORMS ▶ LOCL

şi paral·lel → şi paral·lel 
DIYARBAKIR → DIYARBAKIR
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SUPPORTED LANGUAGES / GLYPH COVERAGE

Abenaki
Afaan Oromo
Afar
Afrikaans
Albanian
Alsatian
Amis
Anuta
Aragonese
Aranese
Aromanian
Arrernte
Arvanitic (Latin)
Asturian
Atayal
Aymara
Bashkir (Latin)
Basque
Belarusian (Latin)
Bemba
Bikol
Bislama
Bosnian
Breton
Cape Verdean Creole
Catalan
Cebuano
Chamorro
Chavacano
Chichewa
Chickasaw
Cimbrian
Cofán
Cornish
Corsican
Creek
Crimean Tatar (Latin)
Croatian

Czech
Danish
Dawan
Delaware
Dholuo
Drehu
Dutch
English
Esperanto
Estonian
Faroese
Fijian
Filipino
Finnish
Folkspraak
French
Frisian
Friulian
Gagauz (Latin)
Galician
Ganda
Genoese
German
Gikuyu
Gooniyandi
Greenlandic (Kalaallisut)
Guadeloupean Creole
Gwich’in
Haitian Creole
Hän
Hawaiian
Hiligaynon
Hopi
Hotcąk (Latin)
Hungarian
Icelandic
Ido
Igbo

Ilocano
Indonesian
Interglossa
Interlingua
Irish
Istro-Romanian
Italian
Jamaican
Javanese (Latin)
Jèrriais
Kaingang
Kala Lagaw Ya
Kapampangan (Latin)
Kaqchikel
Karakalpak (Latin)
Karelian (Latin)
Kashubian
Kikongo
Kinyarwanda
Kiribati
Kirundi
Klingon
Kurdish (Latin)
Ladin
Latin
Latino sine Flexione
Latvian
Lithuanian
Lojban
Lombard
Low Saxon
Luxembourgish
Maasai
Makhuwa
Malay
Maltese
Manx
Māori

Marquesan
Megleno-Romanian
Meriam Mir
Mirandese
Mohawk
Moldovan
Montagnais
Montenegrin
Murrinh-Patha
Nagamese Creole
Nahuatl
Ndebele
Neapolitan
Ngiyambaa
Niuean
Noongar
Norwegian
Novial
Occidental
Occitan
Onĕipŏt
Oshiwambo
Ossetian (Latin)
Palauan
Papiamento
Piedmontese
Polish
Portuguese
Potawatomi
Q’eqchi’
Quechua
Rarotongan
Romanian
Romansh
Rotokas
Sami (Inari Sami)
Sami (Lule Sami)
Sami (Northern Sami)

Sami (Southern Sami)
Samoan
Sango
Saramaccan
Sardinian
Scottish Gaelic
Serbian (Latin)
Seri
Seychellois Creole
Shawnee
Shona
Sicilian
Silesian
Slovak
Slovenian
Slovio (Latin)
Somali
Sorbian (Lower Sorbian)
Sorbian (Upper Sorbian)
Sotho (Northern)
Sotho (Southern)
Spanish
Sranan
Sundanese (Latin)
Swahili
Swazi
Swedish
Tagalog
Tahitian
Tetum
Tok Pisin
Tokelauan
Tongan
Tshiluba
Tsonga
Tswana
Tumbuka
Turkish

Turkmen (Latin)
Tuvaluan
Tzotzil
Uzbek (Latin)
Venetian
Vepsian
Volapük
Võro
Wallisian
Walloon
Waray-Waray
Warlpiri
Wayuu
Welsh
Wik-Mungkan
Wiradjuri
Wolof
Xavante
Xhosa
Yapese
Yindjibarndi
Zapotec
Zazaki
Zulu
Zuni
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AIRO TEXT
Regular/Italic
{400}

Stable and 
Modern

     100/100 pt
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aabbccddefghijklm 
noppqqrssßtuvwxyz 
ABCCDEFGGHIJKLM 
NOPQRSSẞTUVWXYZ
123456678990 
,.;:!?!?@@#€$¥&%^* 
( )[ ]{ }_=-+<>|/„“„“



AIRO TEXT LA BOLDE VITA 7 /65 BASIC GLYPHS ◀ ITALIC

aabbccddefghijklm 
noppqqrssßtuvwxyz 
ABCCDEFGGHIJKLM 
NOPQRSSẞTUVWXYZ
123456678990 
,.;:!?!?@@#€$¥&%^* 
( )[ ]{ }_=-+<>|/„“„“



AIRO TEXT LA BOLDE VITA 8 /65 FULL CHARACTER SET ◀ REGULAR

UPPERCASE

ABCCDEFGGHIJKLMNO 
PQRSSTUV WXYZ

LOWERCASE

aabbccddefghi jk lmn
oppqqrssßtuvwxyz

STANDARD LIGATURES

fi  fl  ff  ffi  ffl

DISCRETIONARY LIGATURES

TT  ST  CT 
ca  ct  cz  fa  ft  ga  gg  rt  rz  ra  sa  st  sz  ta  tt

CONTEXTUAL ALTERNATES

ẞ !? ⸘  www WWW

FIGURES

012345667899 
⁰123456⁶789⁹₀₁₂₃₄₅₆₆₇₈₉₉ 
012345667899 
(0)(1)(2)�������

TABULAR FIGURES

012345667899 
#%,.:;+−±×÷=≠≈ 
<>≤≥¬¢£₣₤€$¥ƒ¤

MATHEMATICAL SYMBOLS

+−±×÷=≠≈<>≤≥~¬  /  |¦
ΔΩμπ∫∆∏∑∂√∙∞%‰¼½¾

PUNCTUATION

. , : ;… ! ¡?¿ ·•*⁑⁂✳#
‚ ‚„„‘ ‘ “ “ ’ ’””«»‹› ' "-–—_
/ \ ( )[ ]{ }@@&†‡

CASE-SENSITIVE FORMS

( )[]{} ¡¿⸘ : ; ·•-–—«»‹› 
®©℗@�  ̂  ˇ  ´  `  ˘  ˙  ¨  �  ˚  ˜  ˝  ¯  ¸  ˛

ACCENTED CHARACTERS

ÀÁÂÃÄÅĀĂĄǺẠÆǼ  ÇÇĆĆĈĈĊĊČČ 
ÐĎĐ  ÈÉÊËĒĔĖĘĚẼẸ  ĜĜĞĞĠĠĢĢǦǦ 
ĤĦ  Ì Í Î Ï Ĩ Ĭ Ī Į Ị I  Ĳ�  Ĵ  Ķ  ĹĻĽĿŁ 
ÑŃŅŇŊ  ÒÓÔÕÖØǾŌŎŐỌŒ  Þ  ŔŖŘ 
ŚŚŜŜŞŞȘȘŠŠ  ŢȚŤŦ ÙÚÛÜŨŪŬŮŰŲỤ 
Ŵ Ẁ Ẃ Ẅ ÝŶŸȲỸỲ ŹŻŽ 
ààááââããääååāāăăąąǻǻạạææǽǽ 
ććĉĉċċččçç  ðďďđđ  èéêëēĕėęěẽẹ  ĝğġģǧ 
ĥħ  ì í î ï ĩ ĭ ī į ị ı  ĳ�  ĵ ȷ  ķĸ  ĺ ļ ľ ŀ ł  ñńņňŉŋ 
òóôõöøǿōŏőọœ  þþ  ŕŗ ř  śśŝŝşşşșšš  ţ ț ť ŧ 
ùúûüũūŭůűųụ  ẁẃẅŵ ýŷÿȳỹỳ źżž

OTHER SYMBOLS

¢£₣₤€$¥¤₧®©℗™ 
№ℓªº°◊℮¶§ƒſst  
←↑↓→↔↕↖↗↘↙▲▼▶◀◢◣◤◥



AIRO TEXT LA BOLDE VITA 9 /65 FULL CHARACTER SET ◀ ITALIC

UPPERCASE

ABCCDEFGGHIJKLMNO 
PQRSSTUV WXYZ

LOWERCASE

aabbccddefghi jk lmn
oppqqrssßtuvwxyz

STANDARD LIGATURES

fi  fl  ff  ffi  ffl

DISCRETIONARY LIGATURES

TT  ST  CT 
ca  ct  cz  fa  ft  ga  gg  rt  rz  ra  sa  st  sz  ta  tt

CONTEXTUAL ALTERNATES

ẞ !? ⸘  www WWW

FIGURES

012345667899 
⁰123456⁶789⁹₀₁₂₃₄₅₆₆₇₈₉₉ 
012345667899 
����������

TABULAR FIGURES

012345667899 
#%,.:;+−±×÷=≠≈ 
<>≤≥¬¢£₣₤€$¥ƒ¤

MATHEMATICAL SYMBOLS

+−±×÷=≠≈<>≤≥~¬ ⁄  |¦
ΔΩμπ∫∆∏∑∂√∙∞%‰¼½¾

PUNCTUATION

. , : ;… ! ¡?¿ ·•*⁑⁂✳#
‚ ‚„„‘ ‘““ ’ ’ ” ”«»‹› ' "-–—_
/ \ ( )[ ]{ }@@&†‡

CASE-SENSITIVE FORMS

( )[]{} ¡¿⸘ : ; ·•-–—«»‹› 
®©℗@�  ̂  ˇ  ´  `  ˘  ˙  ¨  �  ˚  ˜  ˝  ¯  ¸  ˛

ACCENTED CHARACTERS

ÀÁÂÃÄÅĀĂĄǺẠÆǼ  ÇÇĆĆĈĈĊĊČČ  ÐĎĐ 
ÈÉÊËĒĔĖĘĚẼẸ  ĜĜĞĞĠĠĢĢǦǦ  ĤĦ 
Ì Í Î Ï Ĩ Ĭ Ī Į Ị İ  Ĳ�  Ĵ  Ķ  ĹĻĽĿŁ  
ÑŃŅŇŊ  ÒÓÔÕÖØǾŌŎŐỌŒ  Þ  ŔŖŘ 
ŚŚŜŜŞŞȘȘŠŠ  ŢȚŤŦ  ÙÚÛÜŨŪŬŮŰŲỤ 
Ŵ Ẁ Ẃ Ẅ  ÝŶŸȲỸỲ  ŹŻŽ 
ààááââããääååāāăăąąǻǻạạææǽǽ 
ććĉĉċċččçç  ðďďđđ  èéêëēĕėęěẽẹ 
ĝğġģǧ  ĥħ  ì í î ï ĩ ĭ ī į ị ı  ĳ�  ĵ ȷ  ķĸ  ĺ ļ ľ ŀ ł  ñńņňŉŋ 
òóôõöøǿōŏőọœ  þþ  ŕŗ ř  śśŝŝşşșșšš  ţ ț ť ŧ 
ùúûüũūŭůűųụ  ẁẃẅŵ  ýŷÿȳỹỳ  źżž

OTHER SYMBOLS

¢£₣₤€$¥¤₧®©℗™ 
№ℓªº°◊℮¶§ƒſst  
←↑↓→↔↕↖↗↘↙▲▼▶◀◢◣◤◥



AIRO TEXT LA BOLDE VITA 10 /65 SAMPLE WORDS ◀ REGULAR

Thought Police Dystopian 
Yellow Deep 51 Memory 
Watergate Betrayal Xanith 
Rebellion Truth God 97 Novel 
Soma Application 4/1 Oceania 
6-Nine but Charrington  
Trigger from Risk Bubbles Eyed 
Farewell Quijote Zebra   48/58 pt



AIRO TEXT LA BOLDE VITA 11 /65 SAMPLE UPPERCASE ◀ REGULAR

REBEL = 1948 JULY 
{UNIVERSAL LEAGUE} 
CAFÉ  GOLDSTEIN ® 
KOREA × JITTER ▶ K&J
C. 1700 — C. 500 FTR
BELIEF • SUBSTANCES
BOLSHEVISM.NEO ↗   54/68 pt



AIRO TEXT LA BOLDE VITA 12 /65 SAMPLE LANGUAGES ◀ REGULAR

Zângão vår Lartë Shtypjes 
Réttlætis #l’homme Dignité 
Ældrebesøg »Virðingar« 
régime@app.nz Žmogaus 
że Człowieka [Gyffredin] 
“Kadınların” Ävensom* 
Içinde Straßenfest ‘Þjóðdir’ 
Rettferdighet (Arrêté) …   48/58 pt



AIRO TEXT LA BOLDE VITA 13 /65 SAMPLE SPECIAL GLYPHS ◀ REGULAR

Sanity≠69% (¾ ₤)
„Diarrhée №1“
OhGilvy!? {Suffix}
835,1 $ ▶ Heroism ℗
� Quintessenz.Co
940 μm2 Tapes™

   66/80 pt



AIRO TEXT LA BOLDE VITA 14 /65 SAMPLE WATERFALL ◀ REGULAR

TEXT SAMPLE George Orwell, 1984

• But it was also clear that an 
all-round increase in wealth 
threatened the destruc-
tion — indeed, in some sense 
was the destruction — of a 
hierarchical society. In a world 
in which everyone worked 
short hours, had enough to  50/60 pt



AIRO TEXT LA BOLDE VITA 15 /65 SAMPLE WATERFALL ◀ REGULAR

TEXT SAMPLE George Orwell, 1984

• But it was also clear that an all-round 
increase in wealth threatened the 
destruction — indeed, in some sense 
was the destruction — of a hierarchical 
society. In a world in which everyone   40/48 pt

• But it was also clear that an all-round increase 
in wealth threatened the destruction — indeed, in 
some sense was the  destruction — of a hierarchi-
cal society. In a world in which everyone worked 
short hours, had enough to eat, lived in a  32/38 pt



AIRO TEXT LA BOLDE VITA 16 /65 SAMPLE WATERFALL ◀ REGULAR

TEXT SAMPLE George Orwell, 1984

• But it was also clear that an all-round increase in wealth 
threatened the destruction — indeed, in some sense was the 
destruction — of a hierarchical society. In a world in which 
everyone worked short hours, had enough to eat   24/28 pt

• But it was also clear that an all-round increase in wealth threatened the 
destruction — indeed, in some sense was the destruction — of a hierarchical 
society. In a world in which everyone worked short hours, had enough to eat, 
lived in a house with a bathroom and a refrigerator, and possessed   18/21 pt

• But it was also clear that an all-round increase in wealth threatened the destruction — indeed, in 
some sense was the destruction — of a hierarchical society. In a world in which everyone worked 
short hours, had enough to eat, lived in a house with a bathroom and a refrigerator, and possessed a 
motor-car or even an aeroplane, the most obvious and perhaps the most important form of   14/17 pt

• But it was also clear that an all-round increase in wealth threatened the destruction — indeed, in some sense was the destruc-
tion — of a hierarchical society. In a world in which everyone worked short hours, had enough to eat, lived in a house with a 
bathroom and a refrigerator, and possessed a motor-car or even an aeroplane, the most obvious and perhaps the most important 
form of inequality would already have disappeared. If it once became general, wealth would confer no distinction. It was possible, 
no doubt, to imagine a society in which WEALTH, in the sense of personal possessions and luxuries   11/14 pt

• But it was also clear that an all-round increase in wealth threatened the destruction — indeed, in some sense was the destruction — of a hierarchical society. 
In a world in which everyone worked short hours, had enough to eat, lived in a house with a bathroom and a refrigerator, and possessed a motor-car or even 
an aeroplane, the most obvious and perhaps the most important form of inequality would already have disappeared. If it once became general, wealth would 
confer no distinction. It was possible, no doubt, to imagine a society in which WEALTH, in the sense of personal possessions and luxuries, should be evenly 
distributed, while POWER remained in the hands of a small privileged caste.   9/12 pt
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AIRO TEXT
Medium/Italic
{500}

Moderate but 
Decisive

     100/100 pt



AIRO TEXT LA BOLDE VITA 18 /65 BASIC GLYPHS ◀ MEDIUM

aabbccddefghijklm 
noppqqrssßtuvwxyz 
ABCCDEFGGHIJKLM 
NOPQRSSẞTUVWXYZ
123456678990 
,.;:!?!?@@#€$¥&%^* 
( )[ ]{ }_=-+<>|/„“„“



AIRO TEXT LA BOLDE VITA 19 /65 BASIC GLYPHS ◀ MEDIUM ITALIC

aabbccddefghijklm 
noppqqrssßtuvwxyz 
ABCCDEFGGHIJKLM 
NOPQRSSẞTUVWXYZ
123456678990 
,.;:!?!?@@#€$¥&%^* 
( )[ ]{ }_=-+<>|/„“„“



AIRO TEXT LA BOLDE VITA 20 /65 FULL CHARACTER SET ◀ MEDIUM

UPPERCASE

ABCCDEFGGHIJKLMNO 
PQRSSTUV WXYZ

LOWERCASE

aabbccddefghi jk lmn
oppqqrssßtuvwxyz

STANDARD LIGATURES

fi  fl  ff  ffi  ffl

DISCRETIONARY LIGATURES

TT  ST  CT 
ca  ct  cz  fa  ft  ga  gg  rt  rz  ra  sa  st  sz  ta  tt

CONTEXTUAL ALTERNATES

ẞ !? ⸘  www WWW

FIGURES

012345667899 
⁰123456⁶789⁹₀₁₂₃₄₅₆₆₇₈₉₉ 
012345667899 
����������

TABULAR FIGURES

012345667899 
#%,.:;+−±×÷=≠≈ 
<>≤≥¬¢£₣₤€$¥ƒ¤

MATHEMATICAL SYMBOLS

+−±×÷=≠≈<>≤≥~¬ ⁄  |¦
ΔΩμπ∫∆∏∑∂√∙∞%‰¼½¾

PUNCTUATION

. , : ;… ! ¡?¿ ·•*⁑⁂✳#
‚ ‚„„‘ ‘““ ’ ’ ””«»‹› ' "-–—_
/ \( )[ ]{ }@@&†‡

CASE-SENSITIVE FORMS

()[]{} ¡ ¿⸘ : ; ·•-–—«»‹› 
®©℗@�  ̂  ˇ  ´  `  ˘  ˙  ¨  �  ˚  ˜  ˝  ¯  ¸  ˛

ACCENTED CHARACTERS

ÀÁÂÃÄÅĀĂĄǺẠÆǼ  ÇÇĆĆĈĈĊĊČČ 
ÐĎĐ  ÈÉÊËĒĔĖĘĚẼẸ  ĜĜĞĞĠĠĢĢǦǦ 
ĤĦ  Ì Í Î Ï Ĩ Ĭ Ī Į Ị İ  Ĳ�  Ĵ  Ķ  ĹĻĽĿŁ  ÑŃŅŇŊ 
ÒÓÔÕÖØǾŌŎŐỌŒ  Þ  ŔŖŘ 
ŚŚŜŜŞŞȘȘŠŠ  ŢȚŤŦ ÙÚÛÜŨŪŬŮŰŲỤ 
Ŵ Ẁ Ẃ Ẅ ÝŶŸȲỸỲ ŹŻŽ 
ààááââããääååāāăăąąǻǻạạææǽǽ 
ććĉĉċċččçç  ðďďđđ  èéêëēĕėęěẽẹ 
ĝğġģǧ  ĥħ  ì í î ï ĩ ĭ ī į ị ı  ĳ�  ĵ ȷ  ķĸ  ĺ ļ ľ ŀ ł  ñńņňŉŋ 
òóôõöøǿōŏőọœ  þþ  ŕŗ ř  śśŝŝşşșșšš  ţ ț ťŧ 
ùúûüũūŭůűųụ  ẁẃẅŵ ýŷÿȳỹỳ źżž

OTHER SYMBOLS

¢£₣₤€$¥¤₧®©℗™ 
№ℓªº°◊℮¶§ƒſst  
←↑↓→↔↕↖↗↘↙▲▼▶◀◢◣◤◥



AIRO TEXT LA BOLDE VITA 21 /65 FULL CHARACTER SET ◀ MEDIUM ITALIC

UPPERCASE

ABCCDEFGGHIJKLMNO 
PQRSSTUV WXYZ

LOWERCASE

aabbccddefghi jk lmn
oppqqrssßtuv wxyz

STANDARD LIGATURES

fi  fl  ff  ffi  ffl

DISCRETIONARY LIGATURES

TT  ST  CT 
ca  ct  cz  fa  ft  ga  gg  rt  rz  ra  sa  st  sz  ta  tt

CONTEXTUAL ALTERNATES

ẞ !? ⸘  www WWW

FIGURES

012345667899 
⁰123456⁶789⁹₀₁₂₃₄₅₆₆₇₈₉₉ 
012345667899 
����������

TABULAR FIGURES

012345667899 
#%,.:;+−±×÷=≠≈ 
<>≤≥¬¢£₣₤€$¥ƒ¤

MATHEMATICAL SYMBOLS

+−±×÷=≠≈<>≤≥~¬ ⁄  |¦
ΔΩμπ∫∆∏∑∂√∙∞%‰¼½¾

PUNCTUATION

. , : ;… ! ¡?¿ ·•*⁑⁂✳#
‚ ‚„„‘ ‘““ ’ ’ ””«»‹› ' "-–—_
/ \( )[ ]{ }@@&†‡

CASE-SENSITIVE FORMS

()[]{} ¡¿⸘ : ; ·•-–—«»‹› 
®©℗@�  ̂  ˇ  ´  `  ˘  ˙  ¨  �  ˚  ˜  ˝  ¯  ¸  ˛

ACCENTED CHARACTERS

ÀÁÂÃÄÅĀĂĄǺẠÆǼ  ÇÇĆĆĈĈĊĊČČ 
ÐĎĐ  ÈÉÊËĒĔĖĘĚẼẸ  ĜĜĞĞĠĠĢĢǦǦ 
ĤĦ  Ì Í Î Ï Ĩ Ĭ Ī Į Ị İ  Ĳ�  Ĵ  Ķ  ĹĻĽĿŁ  ÑŃŅŇŊ 
ÒÓÔÕÖØǾŌŎŐỌŒ  Þ  ŔŖŘ  
ŚŚŜŜŞŞȘȘŠŠ  ŢȚŤŦ  ÙÚÛÜŨŪŬŮŰŲỤ 
Ŵ Ẁ Ẃ Ẅ  Ý Ŷ Ÿ Ȳ Ỹ Ỳ  ŹŻŽ 
ààááââããääååāāăăąąǻǻạạææǽǽ 
ććĉĉċċččçç  ðďďđđ  èéêëēĕėęěẽẹ 
ĝğġģǧ  ĥħ  ì í î ï ĩ ĭ ī į ị ı  ĳ�  ĵ ȷ  ķĸ  ĺ ļ ľ ŀ ł  ñńņňŉŋ 
òóôõöøǿōŏőọœ  þþ  ŕŗ ř  śśŝŝşşșșšš  ţ ț ťŧ 
ùúûüũūŭůűųụ  ẁ ẃ ẅ ŵ  ý ŷ ÿ ȳ ỹ ỳ  źżž

OTHER SYMBOLS

¢£₣₤€$¥¤₧®©℗™ 
№ℓªº°◊℮¶§ƒſ st  
←↑↓→↔↕↖↗↘↙▲▼▶◀◢◣◤◥



AIRO TEXT LA BOLDE VITA 22 /65 SAMPLE WORDS ◀ MEDIUM

Thought Police Dystopian 
Yellow Deep 51 Memory 
Watergate Betrayal Xanith 
Rebellion Truth God 97 Novel 
Soma Application 4/1 Oceania 
6-Nine but Charrington  
Trigger from Risk Bubbles 
Eyed Farewell Quijote Zebra   48/58 pt



AIRO TEXT LA BOLDE VITA 23 /65 SAMPLE UPPERCASE ◀ MEDIUM

REBEL = 1948 JULY 
{UNIVERSAL LEAGUE} 
CAFÉ  GOLDSTEIN ® 
KOREA × JITTER ▶ K&J
C. 1700 — C. 500 FTR
BELIEF • SUBSTANCES
BOLSHEVISM.NEO ↗   54/68 pt



AIRO TEXT LA BOLDE VITA 24 /65 SAMPLE LANGUAGES ◀ MEDIUM

Zângão vår Lartë Shtypjes 
Réttlætis #l’homme Dignité 
Ældrebesøg »Virðingar« 
régime@app.nz Žmogaus 
że Człowieka [Gyffredin] 
“Kadınların” Ävensom* 
Içinde Straßenfest ‘Þjóðdir’ 
Rettferdighet (Arrêté) …   48/58 pt



AIRO TEXT LA BOLDE VITA 25 /65 SAMPLE SPECIAL GLYPHS ◀ MEDIUM

Sanity≠69% (¾ ₤)
„Diarrhée №1“
OhGilvy!? {Suffix}
835,1 $ ▶ Heroism ℗
� Quintessenz.Co
940 μm2 Tapes™

   66/80 pt



AIRO TEXT LA BOLDE VITA 26 /65 SAMPLE WATERFALL ◀ MEDIUM

TEXT SAMPLE George Orwell, 1984

• But it was also clear that an 
all-round increase in wealth 
threatened the destruc-
tion — indeed, in some sense 
was the destruction — of 
a hierarchical society. In a 
world in which everyone 
worked short hours  50/60 pt



AIRO TEXT LA BOLDE VITA 27 /65 SAMPLE WATERFALL ◀ MEDIUM

TEXT SAMPLE George Orwell, 1984

• But it was also clear that an all-
round increase in wealth threatened 
the destruction — indeed, in some 
sense was the destruction — of a 
hierarchical society. In a world in   40/48 pt

• But it was also clear that an all-round 
increase in wealth threatened the destruc-
tion — indeed, in some sense was the 
destruction — of a hierarchical society. In a 
world in which everyone worked short  32/38 pt



AIRO TEXT LA BOLDE VITA 28 /65 SAMPLE WATERFALL ◀ MEDIUM

TEXT SAMPLE George Orwell, 1984

• But it was also clear that an all-round increase in wealth 
threatened the destruction — indeed, in some sense was 
the destruction — of a hierarchical society. In a world in 
which everyone worked short hours, had enough   24/28 pt

• But it was also clear that an all-round increase in wealth threatened the 
destruction — indeed, in some sense was the destruction — of a hierarchical 
society. In a world in which everyone worked short hours, had enough to eat, 
lived in a house with a bathroom and a refrigerator, and possessed   18/21 pt

• But it was also clear that an all-round increase in wealth threatened the destruction — indeed, in 
some sense was the destruction — of a hierarchical society. In a world in which everyone worked 
short hours, had enough to eat, lived in a house with a bathroom and a refrigerator, and possessed 
a motor-car or even an aeroplane, the most obvious and perhaps the most important form of   14/17 pt

• But it was also clear that an all-round increase in wealth threatened the destruction — indeed, in some sense was the destruc-
tion — of a hierarchical society. In a world in which everyone worked short hours, had enough to eat, lived in a house with a 
bathroom and a refrigerator, and possessed a motor-car or even an aeroplane, the most obvious and perhaps the most important 
form of inequality would already have disappeared. If it once became general, wealth would confer no distinction. It was possible, 
no doubt, to imagine a society in which WEALTH, in the sense of personal possessions and luxuries   11/14 pt

• But it was also clear that an all-round increase in wealth threatened the destruction — indeed, in some sense was the destruction — of a hierarchical society. 
In a world in which everyone worked short hours, had enough to eat, lived in a house with a bathroom and a refrigerator, and possessed a motor-car or even 
an aeroplane, the most obvious and perhaps the most important form of inequality would already have disappeared. If it once became general, wealth would 
confer no distinction. It was possible, no doubt, to imagine a society in which WEALTH, in the sense of personal possessions and luxuries, should be evenly 
distributed, while POWER remained in the hands of a small privileged caste.   9/12 pt



AIRO TEXT LA BOLDE VITA 29 /65 BOLD

AIRO TEXT
Bold/Italic
{650}

Strong and 
Vibrant

     100/100 pt



AIRO TEXT LA BOLDE VITA 30 /65 BASIC GLYPHS ◀ BOLD

aabbccddefghijklm 
noppqqrssßtuvwxyz 
ABCCDEFGGHIJKLM 
NOPQRSSẞTUVWXYZ
123456678990 
,.;:!?!?@@#€$¥&%^* 
( )[ ]{ }_=-+<>|/„“„“



AIRO TEXT LA BOLDE VITA 31 /65 BASIC GLYPHS ◀ BOLD ITALIC

aabbccddefghijklm 
noppqqrssßtuvwxyz 
ABCCDEFGGHIJKLM 
NOPQRSSẞTUVWXYZ
123456678990 
,.;:!?!?@@#€$¥&%^* 
( )[ ]{ }_=-+<>|/„“„“



AIRO TEXT LA BOLDE VITA 32 /65 FULL CHARACTER SET ◀ BOLD

UPPERCASE

ABCCDEFGGHIJKLMNO 
PQRSSTUV WXYZ

LOWERCASE

aabbccddefghi jk lmn
oppqqrssßtuvwxyz

STANDARD LIGATURES

fi  fl  ff  ffi  ffl

DISCRETIONARY LIGATURES

TT  ST  CT 
ca  ct  cz  fa  ft  ga  gg  rt  rz  ra  sa  st  sz  ta  tt

CONTEXTUAL ALTERNATES

ẞ !? ⸘  www WWW

FIGURES

012345667899 
⁰123456⁶789⁹₀₁₂₃₄₅₆₆₇₈₉₉ 
012345667899 
����������

TABULAR FIGURES

012345667899 
#%,.:;+−±×÷=≠≈ 
<>≤≥¬¢£₣₤€$¥ƒ¤

MATHEMATICAL SYMBOLS

+−±×÷=≠≈<>≤≥~¬ ⁄  | ¦
ΔΩμπ∫∆∏∑∂√∙∞%‰¼½¾

PUNCTUATION

. , : ;…! ¡?¿ ·•*⁑⁂✳#
‚ ‚„„‘ ‘““ ’ ’ ””«»‹› ' "-–—_
/ \( )[ ]{ }@@&†‡

CASE-SENSITIVE FORMS

()[]{} ¡ ¿⸘ : ; ·•-–—«»‹› 
®©℗@�  ̂  ˇ  ´  `  ˘  ˙  ¨  �  ˚  ˜  ˝  ¯  ¸  ˛

ACCENTED CHARACTERS

ÀÁÂÃÄÅĀĂĄǺẠÆǼ  ÇÇĆĆĈĈĊĊČČ 
ÐĎĐ  ÈÉÊËĒĔĖĘĚẼẸ  ĜĜĞĞĠĠĢĢǦǦ 
ĤĦ  Ì Í Î Ï Ĩ Ĭ Ī Į Ị İ  Ĳ�  Ĵ  Ķ  ĹĻĽĿŁ  ÑŃŅŇŊ 
ÒÓÔÕÖØǾŌŎŐỌŒ  Þ  ŔŖŘ  ŚŚŜŜŞŞȘȘŠŠ 
ŢȚŤŦ ÙÚÛÜŨŪŬŮŰŲỤ 
Ŵ Ẁ Ẃ Ẅ ÝŶŸȲỸỲ ŹŻŽ 
ààááââããääååāāăăąąǻǻạạææǽǽ 
ććĉĉċċččçç  ðďďđđ  èéêëēĕėęěẽẹ 
ĝğġģǧ  ĥħ  ì í î ï ĩ ĭ ī į ị ı  ĳ�  ĵ ȷ  ķĸ  ĺ ļ ľ ŀ ł  ñńņňŉŋ 
òóôõöøǿōŏőọœ  þþ  ŕŗř  śśŝŝşşșșšš  ţ ț ťŧ 
ùúûüũūŭůűųụ  ẁẃẅŵ  ýŷÿȳỹỳ  źżž

OTHER SYMBOLS

¢£₣₤€$¥¤₧®©℗™ 
№ℓªº°◊℮¶§ƒſst  
←↑↓→↔↕↖↗↘↙▲▼▶◀◢◣◤◥



AIRO TEXT LA BOLDE VITA 33 /65 FULL CHARACTER SET ◀ BOLD ITALIC

UPPERCASE

ABCCDEFGGHIJKLMNO 
PQRSSTUV WXYZ

LOWERCASE

aabbccddefghi jk lmn
oppqqrssßtuv wxyz

STANDARD LIGATURES

fi  fl  ff  ffi  ffl

DISCRETIONARY LIGATURES

TT  ST  CT 
ca  ct  cz  fa  ft  ga  gg  rt  rz  ra  sa  st  sz  ta  tt

CONTEXTUAL ALTERNATES

ẞ !?  ⸘  www WWW

FIGURES

012345667899 
⁰123456⁶789⁹₀₁₂₃₄₅₆₆₇₈₉₉ 
012345667899 
����������

TABULAR FIGURES

012345667899 
#%,.:;+−±×÷=≠≈ 
<>≤≥¬¢£₣₤€$¥ƒ¤

MATHEMATICAL SYMBOLS

+−±×÷=≠≈<>≤≥~¬ ⁄  | ¦
ΔΩμπ∫∆∏∑∂√∙∞%‰¼½¾

PUNCTUATION

. , : ;…! ¡?¿ ·•*⁑⁂✳#
‚ ‚„„‘ ‘““ ’ ’ ””«»‹› ' "-–—_
/ \( )[ ]{ }@@&†‡

CASE-SENSITIVE FORMS

()[]{} ¡¿⸘ : ; ·•-–—«»‹› 
®©℗@�  ̂  ˇ  ´  `  ˘  ˙  ¨  �  ˚  ˜  ˝  ¯  ¸  ˛

ACCENTED CHARACTERS

ÀÁÂÃÄÅĀĂĄǺẠÆǼ  ÇÇĆĆĈĈĊĊČČ 
ÐĎĐ  ÈÉÊËĒĔĖĘĚẼẸ  ĜĜĞĞĠĠĢĢǦǦ 
ĤĦ  Ì Í Î Ï Ĩ Ĭ Ī Į Ị İ  Ĳ�  Ĵ  Ķ  ĹĻĽĿŁ  ÑŃŅŇŊ 
ÒÓÔÕÖØǾŌŎŐỌŒ  Þ  ŔŖŘ  ŚŚŜŜŞŞȘȘŠŠ 
ŢȚŤŦ ÙÚÛÜŨŪŬŮŰŲỤ 
Ŵ Ẁ Ẃ Ẅ Ý Ŷ Ÿ Ȳ Ỹ Ỳ ŹŻŽ 
ààááââããääååāāăăąąǻǻạạææǽǽ 
ććĉĉċċččçç  ðďďđđ  èéêëēĕėęěẽẹ 
ĝğġģǧ  ĥħ  ì í î ï ĩ ĭ ī į ị ı  ĳ�  ĵ ȷ  ķĸ  ĺ ļ ľ ŀ ł  ñńņňŉŋ 
òóôõöøǿōŏőọœ  þþ  ŕŗř  śśŝŝşşșșšš  ţțťŧ 
ùúûüũūŭůűųụ  ẁ ẃ ẅ ŵ  ý ŷ ÿ ȳ ỹ ỳ  źżž

OTHER SYMBOLS

¢£₣₤€$¥¤₧®©℗™ 
№ℓªº°◊℮¶§ƒſ st  
←↑↓→↔↕↖↗↘↙▲▼▶◀◢◣◤◥



AIRO TEXT LA BOLDE VITA 34 /65 SAMPLE WORDS ◀ BOLD

Thought Police Dystopian 
Yellow Deep 51 Memory 
Watergate Betrayal Xanith 
Rebellion Truth God 97 Novel 
Soma Application 4/1 Oceania 
6-Nine but Charrington  
Trigger from Risk Bubbles 
Eyed Farewell Quijote Zebra   48/58 pt



AIRO TEXT LA BOLDE VITA 35 /65 SAMPLE UPPERCASE ◀ BOLD

REBEL = 1948 JULY 
{UNIVERSAL LEAGUE} 
CAFÉ  GOLDSTEIN ® 
KOREA × JITTER ▶ K&J
C. 1700 — C. 500 FTR
BELIEF • SUBSTANCES
BOLSHEVISM.NEO ↗   54/68 pt



AIRO TEXT LA BOLDE VITA 36 /65 SAMPLE LANGUAGES ◀ BOLD

Zângão vår Lartë Shtypjes 
Réttlætis #l’homme Dignité 
Ældrebesøg »Virðingar« 
régime@app.nz Žmogaus 
że Człowieka [Gyffredin] 
“Kadınların” Ävensom* 
Içinde Straßenfest ‘Þjóðdir’ 
Rettferdighet (Arrêté) …   48/58 pt



AIRO TEXT LA BOLDE VITA 37 /65 SAMPLE SPECIAL GLYPHS ◀ BOLD

Sanity≠69% (¾ ₤)
„Diarrhée №1“
OhGilvy!? {Suffix}
835,1 $ ▶ Heroism ℗
� Quintessenz.Co
940 μm2 Tapes™   66/80 pt



AIRO TEXT LA BOLDE VITA 38 /65 SAMPLE WATERFALL ◀ BOLD

TEXT SAMPLE George Orwell, 1984

• But it was also clear that 
an all-round increase in 
wealth threatened the 
destruction — indeed, 
in some sense was the 
destruction — of a hierar-
chical society. In a world in 
which everyone worked  50/60 pt



AIRO TEXT LA BOLDE VITA 39 /65 SAMPLE WATERFALL ◀ BOLD

TEXT SAMPLE George Orwell, 1984

• But it was also clear that an all-
round increase in wealth threatened 
the destruction — indeed, in some 
sense was the destruction — of a 
hierarchical society. In a world in   40/48 pt

• But it was also clear that an all-round 
increase in wealth threatened the destruc-
tion — indeed, in some sense was the 
destruction — of a hierarchical society. In 
a world in which everyone worked short  32/38 pt



AIRO TEXT LA BOLDE VITA 40 /65 SAMPLE WATERFALL ◀ BOLD

TEXT SAMPLE George Orwell, 1984

• But it was also clear that an all-round increase in wealth 
threatened the destruction — indeed, in some sense was 
the destruction — of a hierarchical society. In a world in 
which everyone worked short hours, had  24/28 pt

• But it was also clear that an all-round increase in wealth threatened the 
destruction — indeed, in some sense was the destruction — of a hierarchical 
society. In a world in which everyone worked short hours, had enough to eat, 
lived in a house with a bathroom and a refrigerator, and possessed   18/21 pt

• But it was also clear that an all-round increase in wealth threatened the destruction — indeed, in 
some sense was the destruction — of a hierarchical society. In a world in which everyone worked 
short hours, had enough to eat, lived in a house with a bathroom and a refrigerator, and possessed 
a motor-car or even an aeroplane, the most obvious and perhaps the most important form   14/17 pt

• But it was also clear that an all-round increase in wealth threatened the destruction — indeed, in some sense was the 
destruction — of a hierarchical society. In a world in which everyone worked short hours, had enough to eat, lived in a house 
with a bathroom and a refrigerator, and possessed a motor-car or even an aeroplane, the most obvious and perhaps the most 
important form of inequality would already have disappeared. If it once became general, wealth would confer no distinction. 
It was possible, no doubt, to imagine a society in which WEALTH, in the sense of personal possessions   11/14 pt

• But it was also clear that an all-round increase in wealth threatened the destruction — indeed, in some sense was the destruction — of a hierarchical 
society. In a world in which everyone worked short hours, had enough to eat, lived in a house with a bathroom and a refrigerator, and possessed a 
motor-car or even an aeroplane, the most obvious and perhaps the most important form of inequality would already have disappeared. If it once became 
general, wealth would confer no distinction. It was possible, no doubt, to imagine a society in which WEALTH, in the sense of personal possessions and 
luxuries, should be evenly distributed, while POWER remained in the hands of a small privileged caste.   9/12 pt



AIRO TEXT LA BOLDE VITA 41 /65 EXTRABOLD

AIRO TEXT
ExtraBold/Italic
{800}

Sprightly and 
Noticeable

     100/100 pt



AIRO TEXT LA BOLDE VITA 42 /65 BASIC GLYPHS ◀ EXTRABOLD

aabbccddefghijklm 
noppqqrssßtuvwxyz 
ABCCDEFGGHIJKLM 
NOPQRSSẞTUVWXYZ
123456678990 
,.;:!?!?@@#€$¥&%^* 
( )[ ]{ }_=-+<>|/„“„“



AIRO TEXT LA BOLDE VITA 43 /65 BASIC GLYPHS ◀ EXTRABOLD ITALIC

aabbccddefghijklm 
noppqqrssßtuvwxyz 
ABCCDEFGGHIJKLM 
NOPQRSSẞTUVWXYZ
123456678990 
,.;:!?!?@@#€$¥&%^* 
( )[ ]{ }_=-+<>|/„“„“



AIRO TEXT LA BOLDE VITA 44 /65 FULL CHARACTER SET ◀ EXTRABOLD

UPPERCASE

ABCCDEFGGHIJKLMNO 
PQRSSTUV WXYZ

LOWERCASE

aabbccddefghi jk lmn
oppqqrssßtuvwxyz

STANDARD LIGATURES

fi  fl  ff  ffi  ffl

DISCRETIONARY LIGATURES

TT  ST  CT 
ca  ct  cz  fa  ft  ga  gg  rt  rz  ra  sa  st  sz  ta  tt

CONTEXTUAL ALTERNATES

ẞ !? ⸘  www WWW

FIGURES

012345667899 
⁰123456⁶789⁹₀₁₂₃₄₅₆₆₇₈₉₉ 
012345667899 
����������

TABULAR FIGURES

012345667899 
#%,.:;+−±×÷=≠≈ 
<>≤≥¬¢£₣₤€$¥ƒ¤

MATHEMATICAL SYMBOLS

+−±×÷=≠≈<>≤≥~¬ ⁄  | ¦
ΔΩμπ∫∆∏∑∂√∙∞%‰¼½¾

PUNCTUATION

. , : ;…! ¡?¿ ·•*⁑⁂✳#
‚ ‚„„‘ ‘““ ’ ’””«»‹› ' "-–—_
/ \( )[ ]{ }@@&†‡

CASE-SENSITIVE FORMS

()[]{} ¡ ¿⸘ : ; ·•-–—«»‹› 
®©℗@�  ̂  ˇ  ´  `  ˘  ˙  ¨  �  ˚  ˜  ˝  ¯  ¸  ˛

ACCENTED CHARACTERS

ÀÁÂÃÄÅĀĂĄǺẠÆǼ  ÇÇĆĆĈĈĊĊČČ 
ÐĎĐ  ÈÉÊËĒĔĖĘĚẼẸ  ĜĜĞĞĠĠĢĢǦǦ 
ĤĦ  Ì Í Î Ï Ĩ Ĭ Ī Į Ị İ  Ĳ�  Ĵ  Ķ  ĹĻĽĿŁ  ÑŃŅŇŊ 
ÒÓÔÕÖØǾŌŎŐỌŒ  Þ  ŔŖŘ  ŚŚŜŜŞŞȘȘŠŠ 
ŢȚŤŦ ÙÚÛÜŨŪŬŮŰŲỤ 
Ŵ Ẁ Ẃ Ẅ ÝŶŸȲỸỲ ŹŻŽ 
ààááââããääååāāăăąąǻǻạạææǽǽ 
ććĉĉċċččçç  ðďďđđ  èéêëēĕėęěẽẹ 
ĝğġģǧ  ĥħ  ì í î ï ĩ ĭ ī į ị ı  ĳ�  ĵ ȷ  ķĸ  ĺ ļ ľŀł  ñńņňŉŋ 
òóôõöøǿōŏőọœ  þþ  ŕŗř  śśŝŝşşșșšš  ţțťŧ 
ùúûüũūŭůűųụ  ẁẃẅŵ  ýŷÿȳỹỳ  źżž

OTHER SYMBOLS

¢£₣₤€$¥¤₧®©℗™ 
№ℓªº°◊℮¶§ƒſst  
←↑↓→↔↕↖↗↘↙▲▼▶◀◢◣◤◥



AIRO TEXT LA BOLDE VITA 45 /65 FULL CHARACTER SET ◀ EXTRABOLD ITALIC

UPPERCASE

ABCCDEFGGHIJKLMNO 
PQRSSTUV WXYZ

LOWERCASE

aabbccddefghi jk lmn
oppqqrssßtuv wxyz

STANDARD LIGATURES

fi  fl  ff  ffi  ffl

DISCRETIONARY LIGATURES

TT  ST  CT 
ca  ct  cz  fa  ft  ga  gg  rt  rz  ra  sa  st  sz  ta  tt

CONTEXTUAL ALTERNATES

ẞ !?  ⸘  www WWW

FIGURES

012345667899 
⁰123456⁶789⁹₀₁₂₃₄₅₆₆₇₈₉₉ 
012345667899 
����������

TABULAR FIGURES

012345667899 
#%,.:;+−±×÷=≠≈ 
<>≤≥¬¢£₣₤€$¥ƒ¤

MATHEMATICAL SYMBOLS

+−±×÷=≠≈<>≤≥~¬ ⁄  | ¦
ΔΩμπ∫∆∏∑∂√∙∞%‰¼½¾

PUNCTUATION

. , : ;…! ¡?¿ ·•*⁑⁂✳#
‚ ‚„„‘ ‘““ ’ ’””«»‹› ' "-–—_
/ \( )[ ]{ }@@&†‡

CASE-SENSITIVE FORMS

()[]{} ¡¿⸘ : ; ·•-–—«»‹› 
®©℗@�  ̂  ˇ  ´  `  ˘  ˙  ¨  �  ˚  ˜  ˝  ¯  ¸  ˛

ACCENTED CHARACTERS

ÀÁÂÃÄÅĀĂĄǺẠÆǼ  ÇÇĆĆĈĈĊĊČČ 
ÐĎĐ  ÈÉÊËĒĔĖĘĚẼẸ  ĜĜĞĞĠĠĢĢǦǦ 
ĤĦ  Ì Í Î Ï Ĩ Ĭ Ī Į Ị İ  Ĳ�  Ĵ  Ķ  ĹĻĽĿŁ  ÑŃŅŇŊ 
ÒÓÔÕÖØǾŌŎŐỌŒ  Þ  ŔŖŘ  ŚŚŜŜŞŞȘȘŠŠ 
ŢȚŤŦ ÙÚÛÜŨŪŬŮŰŲỤ 
Ŵ Ẁ Ẃ Ẅ Ý Ŷ Ÿ Ȳ Ỹ Ỳ ŹŻŽ 
ààááââããääååāāăăąąǻǻạạææǽǽ 
ććĉĉċċččçç  ðďďđđ  èéêëēĕėęěẽẹ 
ĝğġģǧ  ĥħ  ì í î ï ĩ ĭ ī į ị ı  ĳ�  ĵ ȷ  ķĸ  ĺ ļ ľŀ ł  ñńņňŉŋ 
òóôõöøǿōŏőọœ  þþ  ŕŗř  śśŝŝşşșșšš  ţțťŧ 
ùúûüũūŭůűųụ  ẁ ẃ ẅ ŵ  ý ŷ ÿ ȳ ỹ ỳ  źżž

OTHER SYMBOLS

¢£₣₤€$¥¤₧®©℗™ 
№ℓªº°◊℮¶§ƒſ st  
←↑↓→↔↕↖↗↘↙▲▼▶◀◢◣◤◥



AIRO TEXT LA BOLDE VITA 46 /65 SAMPLE WORDS ◀ EXTRABOLD

Thought Police Dystopian 
Yellow Deep 51 Memory 
Watergate Betrayal Xanith 
Rebellion Truth God 97 Novel 
Soma Application 4/1 Oceania 
6-Nine but Charrington  
Trigger from Risk Bubbles 
Eyed Farewell Quijote Zebra   48/58 pt



AIRO TEXT LA BOLDE VITA 47 /65 SAMPLE UPPERCASE ◀ EXTRABOLD

REBEL = 1948 JULY 
{UNIVERSAL LEAGUE} 
CAFÉ  GOLDSTEIN ® 
KOREA × JITTER ▶ K&J
C. 1700 — C. 500 FTR
BELIEF • SUBSTANCES
BOLSHEVISM.NEO ↗   54/68 pt



AIRO TEXT LA BOLDE VITA 48 /65 SAMPLE LANGUAGES ◀ EXTRABOLD

Zângão vår Lartë Shtypjes 
Réttlætis #l’homme Dignité 
Ældrebesøg »Virðingar« 
régime@app.nz Žmogaus 
że Człowieka [Gyffredin] 
“Kadınların” Ävensom* 
Içinde Straßenfest ‘Þjóðdir’ 
Rettferdighet (Arrêté) …   48/58 pt



AIRO TEXT LA BOLDE VITA 49 /65 SAMPLE SPECIAL GLYPHS ◀ EXTRABOLD

Sanity≠69% (¾ ₤)
„Diarrhée №1“
OhGilvy!? {Suffix}
835,1 $ ▶ Heroism ℗
� Quintessenz.Co
940 μm2 Tapes™   66/80 pt



AIRO TEXT LA BOLDE VITA 50 /65 SAMPLE WATERFALL ◀ EXTRABOLD

TEXT SAMPLE George Orwell, 1984

• But it was also clear that an 
all-round increase in wealth 
threatened the destruc-
tion — indeed, in some sense 
was the destruction — of 
a hierarchical society. In a 
world in which everyone 
worked short hours  50/60 pt



AIRO TEXT LA BOLDE VITA 51 /65 SAMPLE WATERFALL ◀ EXTRABOLD

TEXT SAMPLE George Orwell, 1984

• But it was also clear that an all-
round increase in wealth threatened 
the destruction — indeed, in some 
sense was the destruction — of a 
hierarchical society. In a world in   40/48 pt

• But it was also clear that an all-round 
increase in wealth threatened the destruc-
tion — indeed, in some sense was the 
destruction — of a hierarchical society. In a 
world in which everyone worked short  32/38 pt



AIRO TEXT LA BOLDE VITA 52 /65 SAMPLE WATERFALL ◀ EXTRABOLD

TEXT SAMPLE George Orwell, 1984

• But it was also clear that an all-round increase in wealth 
threatened the destruction — indeed, in some sense was 
the destruction — of a hierarchical society. In a world in 
which everyone worked short hours, had   24/28 pt

• But it was also clear that an all-round increase in wealth threatened the 
destruction — indeed, in some sense was the destruction — of a hierarchical 
society. In a world in which everyone worked short hours, had enough to 
eat, lived in a house with a bathroom and a refrigerator, and possessed   18/21 pt

• But it was also clear that an all-round increase in wealth threatened the destruction — indeed, in 
some sense was the destruction — of a hierarchical society. In a world in which everyone worked 
short hours, had enough to eat, lived in a house with a bathroom and a refrigerator, and possessed 
a motor-car or even an aeroplane, the most obvious and perhaps the most   14/17 pt

• But it was also clear that an all-round increase in wealth threatened the destruction — indeed, in some sense was the 
destruction — of a hierarchical society. In a world in which everyone worked short hours, had enough to eat, lived in a house 
with a bathroom and a refrigerator, and possessed a motor-car or even an aeroplane, the most obvious and perhaps the most 
important form of inequality would already have disappeared. If it once became general, wealth would confer no distinction. 
It was possible, no doubt, to imagine a society in which WEALTH, in the sense of personal   11/14 pt

• But it was also clear that an all-round increase in wealth threatened the destruction — indeed, in some sense was the destruction — of a hierarchical 
society. In a world in which everyone worked short hours, had enough to eat, lived in a house with a bathroom and a refrigerator, and possessed a 
motor-car or even an aeroplane, the most obvious and perhaps the most important form of inequality would already have disappeared. If it once became 
general, wealth would confer no distinction. It was possible, no doubt, to imagine a society in which WEALTH, in the sense of personal possessions and 
luxuries, should be evenly distributed, while POWER remained in the hands of a small privileged caste.   9/12 pt



AIRO TEXT LA BOLDE VITA 53 /65 BLACK

AIRO TEXT
Black/Italic
{900}

Striking and 
Energetic

     100/100 pt



AIRO TEXT LA BOLDE VITA 54 /65 BASIC GLYPHS ◀ BLACK

aabbccddefghijklm 
noppqqrssßtuvwxyz 
ABCCDEFGGHIJKLM 
NOPQRSSẞTUVWXYZ
123456678990 
,.;:!?!?@@#€$¥&%^* 
( )[ ]{ }_=-+<>|/„“„“



AIRO TEXT LA BOLDE VITA 55 /65 BASIC GLYPHS ◀ BLACK ITALIC

aabbccddefghijklm 
noppqqrssßtuvwxyz 
ABCCDEFGGHIJKLM 
NOPQRSSẞTUVWXYZ
123456678990 
,.;:!?!?@@#€$¥&%^* 
( )[ ]{ }_=-+<>|/„“„“



AIRO TEXT LA BOLDE VITA 56 /65 FULL CHARACTER SET ◀ BLACK

UPPERCASE

ABCCDEFGGHIJKLMNO 
PQRSSTUV WXYZ

LOWERCASE

aabbccddefghi jk lmn
oppqqrssßtuvwxyz

STANDARD LIGATURES

fi  fl  ff  ffi  ffl

DISCRETIONARY LIGATURES

TT  ST  CT 
ca  ct  cz  fa  ft  ga  gg  rt  rz  ra  sa  st  sz  ta  tt

CONTEXTUAL ALTERNATES

ẞ !? ⸘  www WWW

FIGURES

012345667899 
⁰123456⁶789⁹₀₁₂₃₄₅₆₆₇₈₉₉ 
012345667899 
����������

TABULAR FIGURES

012345667899 
#%,.:;+−±×÷=≠≈ 
<>≤≥¬¢£₣₤€$¥ƒ¤

MATHEMATICAL SYMBOLS

+−±×÷=≠≈<>≤≥~¬ ⁄  | ¦
ΔΩμπ∫∆∏∑∂√∙∞%‰¼½¾

PUNCTUATION

. , : ;…! ¡?¿ ·•*⁑⁂✳#
‚ ‚„„‘ ‘““ ’ ’””«»‹› ' "-–—_
/ \( )[ ]{ }@@&†‡

CASE-SENSITIVE FORMS

()[]{} ¡ ¿⸘ : ; ·•-–—«»‹› 
®©℗@�  ̂  ˇ  ´  `  ˘  ˙  ¨  �  ˚  ˜  ˝  ¯  ¸  ˛

ACCENTED CHARACTERS

ÀÁÂÃÄÅĀĂĄǺẠÆǼ  ÇÇĆĆĈĈĊĊČČ 
ÐĎĐ  ÈÉÊËĒĔĖĘĚẼẸ  ĜĜĞĞĠĠĢĢǦǦ 
ĤĦ  Ì Í Î Ï Ĩ Ĭ Ī Į Ị İ  Ĳ�  Ĵ  Ķ  ĹĻĽĿŁ  ÑŃŅŇŊ 
ÒÓÔÕÖØǾŌŎŐỌŒ  Þ  ŔŖŘ  ŚŚŜŜŞŞȘȘŠŠ 
ŢȚŤŦ ÙÚÛÜŨŪŬŮŰŲỤ 
Ŵ Ẁ Ẃ Ẅ ÝŶŸȲỸỲ ŹŻŽ 
ààááââããääååāāăăąąǻǻạạææǽǽ 
ććĉĉċċččçç  ðďďđđ  èéêëēĕėęěẽẹ 
ĝğġģǧ  ĥħ  ì í î ï ĩ ĭ ī į ị ı  ĳ�  ĵ ȷ  ķĸ  ĺ ļľŀł  ñńņňŉŋ 
òóôõöøǿōŏőọœ  þþ  ŕŗř  śśŝŝşşșșšš  ţțťŧ 
ùúûüũūŭůűųụ  ẁẃẅŵ  ýŷÿȳỹỳ  źżž

OTHER SYMBOLS

¢£₣₤€$¥¤₧®©℗™ 
№ℓªº°◊℮¶§ƒſst  
←↑↓→↔↕↖↗↘↙▲▼▶◀◢◣◤◥



AIRO TEXT LA BOLDE VITA 57 /65 FULL CHARACTER SET ◀ BLACK ITALIC

UPPERCASE

ABCCDEFGGHIJKLMNO 
PQRSSTUV WXYZ

LOWERCASE

aabbccddefghi jk lmn
oppqqrssßtuv wxyz

STANDARD LIGATURES

fi  fl  ff  ffi  ffl

DISCRETIONARY LIGATURES

TT  ST  CT 
ca  ct  cz  fa  ft  ga  gg  rt  rz  ra  sa  st  sz  ta  tt

CONTEXTUAL ALTERNATES

ẞ !?  ⸘  www WWW

FIGURES

012345667899 
⁰123456⁶789⁹₀₁₂₃₄₅₆₆₇₈₉₉ 
012345667899 
����������

TABULAR FIGURES

012345667899 
#%,.:;+−±×÷=≠≈ 
<>≤≥¬¢£₣₤€$¥ƒ¤

MATHEMATICAL SYMBOLS

+−±×÷=≠≈<>≤≥~¬ ⁄  | ¦
ΔΩμπ∫∆∏∑∂√∙∞%‰¼½¾

PUNCTUATION

. , : ;…! ¡?¿ ·•*⁑⁂✳#
‚ ‚„„‘ ‘““ ’ ’””«»‹› ' "-–—_
/ \( )[ ]{ }@@&†‡

CASE-SENSITIVE FORMS

()[]{} ¡¿⸘ : ; ·•-–—«»‹› 
®©℗@�  ̂  ˇ  ´  `  ˘  ˙  ¨  �  ˚  ˜  ˝  ¯  ¸  ˛

ACCENTED CHARACTERS

ÀÁÂÃÄÅĀĂĄǺẠÆǼ  ÇÇĆĆĈĈĊĊČČ 
ÐĎĐ  ÈÉÊËĒĔĖĘĚẼẸ  ĜĜĞĞĠĠĢĢǦǦ 
ĤĦ  Ì Í Î Ï Ĩ Ĭ Ī Į Ị İ  Ĳ�  Ĵ  Ķ  ĹĻĽĿŁ  ÑŃŅŇŊ 
ÒÓÔÕÖØǾŌŎŐỌŒ  Þ  ŔŖŘ  ŚŚŜŜŞŞȘȘŠŠ 
ŢȚŤŦ ÙÚÛÜŨŪŬŮŰŲỤ 
Ŵ Ẁ Ẃ Ẅ Ý Ŷ Ÿ Ȳ Ỹ Ỳ ŹŻŽ 
ààááââããääååāāăăąąǻǻạạææǽǽ 
ććĉĉċċččçç  ðďďđđ  èéêëēĕėęěẽẹ 
ĝğġģǧ  ĥħ  ì í î ï ĩ ĭ ī į ị ı  ĳ�  ĵ ȷ  ķĸ  ĺ ļľŀł  ñńņňŉŋ 
òóôõöøǿōŏőọœ  þþ  ŕŗř  śśŝŝşşșșšš  ţțťŧ 
ùúûüũūŭůűųụ  ẁ ẃ ẅ ŵ  ý ŷ ÿ ȳ ỹ ỳ  źżž

OTHER SYMBOLS

¢£₣₤€$¥¤₧®©℗™ 
№ℓªº°◊℮¶§ƒſ st  
←↑↓→↔↕↖↗↘↙▲▼▶◀◢◣◤◥



AIRO TEXT LA BOLDE VITA 58 /65 SAMPLE WORDS ◀ BLACK

Thought Police Dystopian 
Yellow Deep 51 Memory 
Watergate Betrayal Xanith 
Rebellion Truth God 97 Novel 
Soma Application 4/1 Oceania 
6-Nine but Charrington  
Trigger from Risk Bubbles 
Eyed Farewell Quijote Zebra   48/58 pt



AIRO TEXT LA BOLDE VITA 59 /65 SAMPLE UPPERCASE ◀ BLACK

REBEL = 1948 JULY 
{UNIVERSAL LEAGUE} 
CAFÉ  GOLDSTEIN ® 
KOREA × JITTER ▶ K&J
C. 1700 — C. 500 FTR
BELIEF • SUBSTANCES
BOLSHEVISM.NEO ↗   54/68 pt



AIRO TEXT LA BOLDE VITA 60 /65 SAMPLE LANGUAGES ◀ BLACK

Zângão vår Lartë Shtypjes 
Réttlætis #l’homme Dignité 
Ældrebesøg »Virðingar« 
régime@app.nz Žmogaus 
że Człowieka [Gyffredin] 
“Kadınların” Ävensom* 
Içinde Straßenfest ‘Þjóðdir’ 
Rettferdighet (Arrêté) …   48/58 pt



AIRO TEXT LA BOLDE VITA 61 /65 SAMPLE SPECIAL GLYPHS ◀ BLACK

Sanity≠69% (¾ ₤)
„Diarrhée №1“
OhGilvy!? {Suffix}
835,1 $ ▶ Heroism ℗
� Quintessenz.Co
940 μm2 Tapes™   66/80 pt



AIRO TEXT LA BOLDE VITA 62 /65 SAMPLE WATERFALL ◀ BLACK

• But it was also clear that an 
all-round increase in wealth 
threatened the destruc-
tion — indeed, in some sense 
was the destruction — of 
a hierarchical society. In a 
world in which everyone 
worked short hours  50/60 pt

TEXT SAMPLE George Orwell, 1984



AIRO TEXT LA BOLDE VITA 63 /65 SAMPLE WATERFALL ◀ BLACK

• But it was also clear that an all-
round increase in wealth threatened 
the destruction — indeed, in some 
sense was the destruction — of a 
hierarchical society. In a world in   40/48 pt

• But it was also clear that an all-round 
increase in wealth threatened the destruc-
tion — indeed, in some sense was the 
destruction — of a hierarchical society. In a 
world in which everyone worked short  32/38 pt

TEXT SAMPLE George Orwell, 1984



AIRO TEXT LA BOLDE VITA 64 /65 SAMPLE WATERFALL ◀ BLACK

• But it was also clear that an all-round increase in 
wealth threatened the destruction — indeed, in some 
sense was the destruction — of a hierarchical society. 
In a world in which everyone worked short hours,   24/28 pt

• But it was also clear that an all-round increase in wealth threatened the 
destruction — indeed, in some sense was the destruction — of a hierarchical 
society. In a world in which everyone worked short hours, had enough to 
eat, lived in a house with a bathroom and a refrigerator, and possessed   18/21 pt

• But it was also clear that an all-round increase in wealth threatened the destruction — indeed, 
in some sense was the destruction — of a hierarchical society. In a world in which everyone 
worked short hours, had enough to eat, lived in a house with a bathroom and a refrigerator, and 
possessed a motor-car or even an aeroplane, the most obvious and   14/17 pt

• But it was also clear that an all-round increase in wealth threatened the destruction — indeed, in some sense was the 
destruction — of a hierarchical society. In a world in which everyone worked short hours, had enough to eat, lived in a 
house with a bathroom and a refrigerator, and possessed a motor-car or even an aeroplane, the most obvious and perhaps 
the most important form of inequality would already have disappeared. If it once became general, wealth would confer no 
distinction. It was possible, no doubt, to imagine a society in which WEALTH, in the sense of personal   11/14 pt

• But it was also clear that an all-round increase in wealth threatened the destruction — indeed, in some sense was the destruction — of a hierarchical 
society. In a world in which everyone worked short hours, had enough to eat, lived in a house with a bathroom and a refrigerator, and possessed a 
motor-car or even an aeroplane, the most obvious and perhaps the most important form of inequality would already have disappeared. If it once 
became general, wealth would confer no distinction. It was possible, no doubt, to imagine a society in which WEALTH, in the sense of personal posses-
sions and luxuries, should be evenly distributed, while POWER remained in the hands of a small privileged caste.   9/12 pt

TEXT SAMPLE George Orwell, 1984
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